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Night 3 (21st) - Programme
• Blessing, Pizza and beverage 1800-1830 (name tags); Karakia (Teoti); 
• Colin welcome & intro re where we are at with structure of course and where we 

want to be (1825-1835 – overlap with pizza)
• Introduction to topic of the night, including questions (the Econo-sphere) (John 

Peet) 1835-1910
• Facilitated questions & discussion & visioning around economic/business/industry 

goals (Nick to facilitate) 1910-1940 (Anja scribe for whiteboard; post-it sheets on 
walls as alternative) e.g. equity

• Group discussions – around incremental steps from BAU to the goal state (for 
some specific goals) 1940-2010 e.g. max ratio of 1:10 between lowest/highest 
income; downside – outrage from rich list; gap – genuine wealth indicators?  
Alternatives to money/power?

• Purpose (define economic/business constraints & opportunities) & key questions
– what would a steady state economy look like?  How to achieve equity (nationally, 
gender, expertise-wise (6BL), ethnically, internationally); what is the new business 
model – how to make entrepreneurs happy?  Which businesses will go and which 
will start up? Retraining, Bots, AI???

• Wrap up/last words 2010-2030 (Nick & Colin)
– Where to from here? Further discussions, a manifesto, research, informing hypotheses to test; 

do participants feel more depressed or more empowered? Feedback forms? Final chocolate!

• Thx to presenters/catalysts and participants, and to WEA (Wendy), and to
• Teoti – closing karakia



3 Economics – conventional BAU 
accounting to Steady State

Intro by Colin – Presentations by John Peet & Edward Mitchell

• Piketty – unravels the american dream!
• Laurence Kotlicoff - fiscal gaps in western economies & problem of fixation on 

growth & consumption
• Graph happiness vs material income
• Genuine Progress Indicators
• Margrit Kennedy – alternative monetary systems
• https://charleseisenstein.net/about/
• Natural capital - monetising ecosystem services (sceptical?) (the 4 capitals –

Treasury is even talking about this now!)
• Accepting limits to growth & steady state goal
• We continually see success measures in terms of rising property values & growth 

in everything & yet public services (mental & physical health, education, etc) 
continue to decline or are under great pressure.

• Ocean rise will nibble away at real estate – compensation will be crippling?
• We invent, we sell & others capture the sustainable income!
• Intergenerational equity

https://charleseisenstein.net/about/


Intro: We have tried to balance present 
reality with life-affirming future 

Gloom, problems, 
barriers, simplistic 
approaches, gut feeling

Hope, tackling 
obstacles, 
solutions, holistic,  
intellect, long 
termism



Peak oil, peak cow, peak potable water, 
peak arable land, peak money
peak happiness !!??





Up to 70% of most people’s income is spent on hidden 
interest. People borrow money to run their businesses. 
The interest charges are passed on to you. Without 
realizing you are supporting a parasitic class.



Average “perfect” 
income is $161 000; 
Germany only $85k

The Problem: narcissistic psychopaths end up running the world (their curve 
has no asymptote as power is never satiated) – appealing to ‘gut-feeling’, hot 
button issues rather than harder, reflective thinking.
How to overcome that nihilism?
Look at the way Jacinda is attacked in media!
How to accommodate the power/adrenaline/hormonal needs of all personality types - since all have a 
specific contribution to make - without taking the ship down?
Whose image will bots be modelled on?





Kuznet’s Curve

Environmental Kuznet’s Curve
But the link between levels of income & 
environmental degradation is quite 
weak. It is possible economic growth 
will be compatible with an improved 
environment, but it requires a very 
deliberate set of policies & willingness 
to produce energy & goods in a most 
environmentally friendly way.

• Co-option & Managerialism
• Short termism/instant gratification
• Crisis management
• Kaitiakitanga for the 5th generation
• Prosperity without Growth
• Time-banking/Saving Pools
• Regenerative & Distributive Economy
• Ecology/Economics from Oikos
• Grass roots versus top down



There is no way the global economy can 
continue – there will be ‘adjustments’ like 

we’ve never seen!

• Landing points
– Redistribution of wealth within & between countries
– Nationalisation of land
– Reduce big salaries/wealth rather than believe low salaries in affluent 

countries have to rise up to the top. Closing the gap in the west will 
have to come from shaving the top rather than growing the base 
salaries – to a point.

• Transitions/Stepping stones/resources
– From boutiques to bicycle repair shops
– We will still need fun and fashion but how to regroom it?

• Sten Nadolny – The Discovery of Slowness
– Speed is not only deadly & stressful, but it is extremely energy costly
– Can the world afford everyone in an electric driverless car (even if they 

are all part of an IOT and talk to each other)?



Kate Rowarth’s Doughnut Economics
“economics is broken, and the planet is paying the price”

Kate Soper: A New Hedonism - A Post-Consumerism Vision

The ‘sweet spot’ 
or the 
‘Goldilocks zone’





Professor Edward Mitchell

• On the power of people in the political-economics 
context

• An example from Switzerland

• Using amoeba & other little things as the symbol 
of diversity & beauty and of canaries in the 
coalmine!

• A social movement against environmental toxins



























































Economics – the machinery of 
the Econo-sphere

Night 3 – 21st May, 2018

“Where are the lollipops in sustainable 
development?” Canadian politician 1988

Where have we got to from the Meadow’s report on 
limits to growth, the Brundtland report on 
sustainable development and the Pearce report on a 
‘Blueprint for a Green Economy’?

Take it away John !



Night 3

Pushing a New Paradigm

Creative Transitions to Sustainable Futures

The Econo-sphere

John Peet





Risk Perception



“Doing good things for the environment” is not 
enough for us to be sustainable.

Taking steps  (e.g. to mitigate climate change) will 
not make New Zealand sustainable. 

Much more is required.

Sustaining the ecosystems on which we depend 
requires a system-wide approach to change 
that goes far beyond limiting emissions, 
controlling effluents, or managing solid 
waste.



Risk Assessment

The root cause of 
unsustainability – and, 
incidentally, of climate 

change - is our approach 
to economics

SANZ 2009  
(http://nakedize.com/strong-sustainability-for-new-zealand/)



Circular flow economic model of the NZ 
economy
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Standard Economics

Daly, 1986





Limits to Growth?

• 1970s: There are no limits

• 1980s: There might be limits but they 
are far away

• 1990s: The limits might not be too far 
away, but the market will solve the 
problem

• 2000s: The markets might not function, 
but technology will save us

• (2010s: Nothing can save us, let’s party!)





Just what is my problem, as an 
engineer?

• If human wellbeing depends upon Consumption of 
goods and services, and if

• Consumption presupposes Production of those 
goods and services, and if

• Production requires Transformation of Resources
taken from the Environment, (i.e. that to which value 
is added),then

• The relationship between Resource use, 
Transformation, Production and Consumption is 
surely central to our ability to achieve Sustainable 
Development.
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“Yes, our new screen IS larger, but I still
don’t feel we’re getting the big picture.”
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How to develop policy that is scientifically-based 
and addresses the whole issue of climate change 

and sustainable development of humanity 
coherently, rather than in parts, incoherently?

I start from the position enunciated by Ernest 
Rutherford many years ago: 

“All science is either physics or stamp collecting”



Risk Management

Our current approach to economics is based on a delusion.

Ranking economic outcomes over ecosystem outcomes is a 
human delusion because it is the reverse of the way that 
Earth actually works.

The economy operates totally as part of the ecological 
systems of Earth.

Mainstream economic beliefs and practices have put 
humanity on a collision course with nature.

SANZ 2009



Strong Sustainability model

BIOSPHERE

SOCIOSPHERE

ECONOSPHERE



Strong sustainability requires a major shift in 
ethics and values

(1 of 2)
A strongly sustainable human society will live and develop as 

part of the Earth’s ecosystems. 

Although human activity will influence these ecosystems, 
humans will do nothing that upsets their stability, or 
reduces their diversity and resilience.

We have called the needed changes ‘strong sustainability’ to 
distinguish them from ineffective ‘weak sustainability’.

SANZ 2009



Steady-State Economics

Daly, 1986



Strong sustainability requires a major shift in 
ethics and values

(2 of 2)
Because most of the ecological systems upon which humans 

depend are in the commons, they are ignored by market 
mechanisms.

Hence, markets – so long as they remain devoid of clear 
societal direction and scientific guidance - offer no guidance 
for the utilisation and maintenance of these essential 
ecological services, which are therefore misused by an 
economic system that is blind to their value to human 
society. 

This flaw in economics threatens the survival of human society.

SANZ 2009



Shifting New Zealand from its unsustainable 
path

Analysis – mainly resourced by science and engineering -
shows that it is possible for New Zealand to shift from its 
unsustainable path.

However, the period available for doing this is very short. The 
longer we delay the needed changes, the greater the 
hardship that lies in New Zealand’s future.

If the delay is too long the shift will become impossible.

SANZ 2009



Where to from here?

• ‘It ain’t so much the things we don’t know that get us into 
trouble. It’s the things we know that just ain’t so.’ Artemis 

Ward (Charles F Brown) late 19th Century

• ‘You’ve got to be very careful if you don’t know where you 
are going, because you might not get there’. Yogi Berra

We need a new form of civilisation – a transformation to 
address overshoot. That is the issue to which the 

SANZ/UNDESD report – and these workshops - is a 
response.



• “For every human problem, there is a neat, simple 
solution, and it is always wrong”

H.L.Mencken 

“It is better to be approximately right than precisely 
wrong” 

Warren Buffett

“It is better to deal incompletely with the whole than 
wholly with the incomplete” 

Herman Daly

“Pray to God, but row away from the rocks”
Hindu proverb

Systems thinking guidelines:





Visioning

• Facilitated discussion (Nick Kirk)

• Ecological/biophysical/resource goals

• Floor discussion reported on white board

• & written up on post-it notes



Landing points – Back-casting; 
defining & designing transitions to fit 

people’s comfort zone; Research 
opportunities

Facilitated Discussion

Floor Discussion reported on White 
Board; written on post-it notes & 
Group Discussions (see next)



Summary of Issues, Connections & Desired Outcomes





CWEA White Board
21 May 2018

• Measure what you treasure instead of treasuring what you measure

• One voice register

• Naomi Klein – changing everything

• International inequality of the ¼ need to haves versus ¾ have enough

• Philippe van Parijs – what if anything can justify capitalism

• Cascading effect can be positive or negative (Christchurch example kick started by children)

• Eco system services: gateway but does not get stuck in/on it – great fulcrum - don’t get trapped by it

• Value is on eco system

• Physics energy resources – no limit? – Rubbish – not right now

• Reusable rockets – hooray!

• Monbiot – on E. S.

• Building a strong economy (as currently conceived damages the environment)

• Stock market connected to carbon output (oil+gas harder to find, fracking bubble)

• Why NZ in better place? ‘cos NZ already far along energy sustainability but it is still mainstream economics NZ can be an example

• Equality – eduction connection

• Gulf between BAU + doing what needs to be done 

• Visualise a solution/different world-paradigm

• Sharing economy (e. g. cultivate Christchurch) how to grow those?

• They have free land and are paid via Vodafone – but hoping to be self-sufficient soon

• What are your solutions/future? John Peet

• What really matters? 

• Split into groups – group work:

• Solution

• soft landing

• How to get there?

• How do we start the discussion?

• Current addiction – how to break the cycle?

• After group work at 8.10pm

• Our world without economic growth – Christopher Doll Un Library

• Preservation vs Needs

• Progress

• Harvey Locke

• NZ average ‘perfect‘  income 161,000 Germany  one only needs 85,000 to be ‘happy’

• Lost generation?! How to reach teenagers? Low decile/poor?



Continued white board - Notes
• Bilal Sarwary Afghani journalist
• John Peet sustainable Ōtautahi Christchurch – on hold
• Sustainable Aotearoa NZ – closed down 2017
• One voice Tē Reo Kotahi
• Network Waitangi Ōtautahi
• Economy – money
• Production – consumption – PRODUCTION – CONSUMPTION … unsustainable
• Earth charter international
• Earthcharta.org

Small Scale Solution 
Credit - Environment
Inherit - Social
1% Collective (Wellington) charity get secure funding to refurbish 

Environment
Social

Village- huge sale community 
Do what’s necessary not what’s possible 
Time bank



• Landing points
– Redistribution of wealth within & between countries
– Nationalisation of land
– Reduce big salaries/wealth rather than believe low salaries 

in affluent countries have to rise up to the top. Closing the 
gap in the west will have to come from shaving the top 
rather than growing the base salaries – to a point.

• Transitions/Stepping stones/resources
– From boutiques to bicycle repair shops
– We will still need fun and fashion but how to regroom it?

• Sten Nadolny – The Discovery of Slowness
– Speed is not only deadly & stressful, but it is extremely 

energy costly

Landing points



http://www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/sunday/audio/2018645683/
bilal-sarwary-the-afghanistan-he-knows

#AfghanistanYouNeverSee on Twitter & Instagram
RNZ 0830-0900 20th May 2018

• Solution is talking with people of all backgrounds 
over cups of green tea!

• Show genuine Interest

• Patience

• From an equal position

• Tolerance

• Leaders have to work for the common good and 
above/beyond their own personal interests

http://www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/sunday/audio/2018645683/bilal-sarwary-the-afghanistan-he-knows


Power is diffuse and dynamic – it can be 
created and mobilised in unexpected ways 
and emerge from different relations in 
surprising places





Less Stress - More Serenity !
water, exercise & forest-bathing

https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/356
841/native-bush-keeps-asthma-at-bay-study



Less Bland, Less Stuff - More Beauty 
& Well-being!
More Haste, Less Speed!
More Meaning, History, Legibility & 
Literacy







Malcolm Rands - Founder ecostore, Executive 
Chair Fairground Foundation

Founded by Malcolm and Melanie Rands in 
1993, ecostore was set up with the intention of 

supplying NZ with the everyday goods they 
needed to live in harmony with the 

environment. At the same time ecostore was 
designed to be a cause-related business to 

channel resources into a not-for-profit 
organisation called the Fairground Foundation.



Living the Change

Sometimes it can feel like the environmental, economic 

and social issues the world is currently facing are too big, 

too overwhelming, to be dealt with by individuals. Climate 

change, resource limits, economic downturn, social 

disconnection. Surely these issues can only be properly 

managed by our governments?

Living the Change explores solutions to the global crises 

we face today – solutions any one of us can be part of –

through the inspiring stories of people pioneering change 

in their own lives and in their communities in order to live 

in a sustainable and regenerative way.

Directors Jordan Osmond and Antoinette Wilson have 

brought together stories from their travels around New 

Zealand, along with interviews with experts able to 

explain how we come to be where we are today. From 

forest gardens to composting toilets, community 

supported agriculture to time-banking, Living the Change

offers ways we can rethink our approach to how we live.

Each and every one of us has the power to create 

change. Living the Change sets out to inspire us to do 

just that. There are so many exciting and important ideas 

and initiatives out there, so much hope

“You’ve probably had those moments of despair 

where you think it’s just hopeless and the world 

is always going to be this way and anything we 

do is not enough, but there’s also – and I would 

say that this is maybe more of a heart knowing –

that understands that a more beautiful 

world is possible.” – Charles Eisenstein in Living 

the Change



http://www.climatehealers.org/vegan-world-2026-conference
List of transitions up for discussion during the conference. Let us know of others. 
One of outcomes of conference, is to create strategic action plans for achieving 

each of these transitions:
• 1. Animal Slavery -> Animal Liberation

2. Deliberate Cruelty -> Compassion for all Life
3. Religious Divisions -> Acceptance of all faiths and non-belief traditions
4. Ego-centric -> Eco-centric
5. Fear of Death -> Love of Life
6. Monocultures -> Biodiversity (Food Forests)
7. Climate Destruction -> Climate Healing
8. Ecological Overshoot -> Ecological Thrivability
9. Artificial Scarcity -> Natural Abundance
10. Death-dealing -> Life-enriching
11. Carnism and Speciesism -> Veganism
12. Colonialism -> Decolonization
13. Sexism and Heterosexism -> Gender Equality and Justice
14. Racism -> Racial Equality
15. Rising Inequity -> Radical Equality
16. Individualistic -> Community Oriented
17. Competition -> Collaboration
18. Hierarchical -> Cooperative and Consensual
19. Secrecy and Lies -> Openness and Truth
20. Endless War -> Durable Peace
21. Selfishness and Greed -> Selflessness and Contentment
22. Exclusivity -> Radical Inclusion
23. Domination/Control relating -> Partnership/Respect relating
24. Individual Transparency / Institutional Privacy -> Individual Privacy / Institutional Transparency
25. Normalized Violence -> Normalized Nonviolence
26. Education for Literacy -> Education for Creativity
27. Transaction Economy -> Gift Economy
28. Unfettered Growth -> Development
29. Debt Currency -> Ecological Currency
30. Fossil Fuels -> Distributed Renewable Energy
31. AC Grid -> DC Grid with Energy Storage
32. Planned Obsolescence -> Robust Durability
33. Labor based on Compulsion -> Labor based on Volunteerism
34. Commodification of Life -> Decommodification
35. Conspicuous Consumption -> Conscious Simplicity
36. Toxic Products and Processes -> Non-toxic Products and Processes
37. Reactive Medicine -> Preventive/Lifestyle Medicine
38. Governance for Economic Growth -> Governance for Ecological Thrivability
39. Concentration of Power -> Distribution of Power
40. Representative Democracy -> Participatory Democracy

• Here's an example of a plan that we wrote up for the Animal Slavery -> Animal Liberation transition: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wsIuNcw_bQYt_ax0z9B8vdlUaz11a0O1iMnntXXNAuE/edit

• Sailesh Krishna Rao - Climate Healers  (through Great Transition Initiative forum)

This is from one of ‘Great 
Transition Initiatives’ members 
Sailesh Rao a vegan advocate 
as key to resolving both 
resource and spiritual crises –
hence the top 2 items here

http://www.climatehealers.org/vegan-world-2026-conference
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wsIuNcw_bQYt_ax0z9B8vdlUaz11a0O1iMnntXXNAuE/edit


Landing points - Research opportunities -
designing transitions to fit people’s comfort zone

• Reuse Repair Recycle
• Transition towns; Transitions/Stepping stones/empowerment/hope/resources
• Practical tools - impact (C footprint) of changing different things in life
• Practical models (Edward Mitchell) – demonstrations; role models; political allies and champions 
• Biophilic Cities - http://biophiliccities.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Coffman-Preprint.pdf
• Veganism???
• Harvey Locke & EO Wilson proposed 50% of planet should be wild?
• Too many pets – 1 large dog (and 5 cats) equivalent to an SUV
• Joined-up thinking; ecology, history & culture in design (legibility)
• Sustainable Aotearoa – Strong Sustainability - https://www.facebook.com/SANZ-Sustainable-

Aotearoa-New-Zealand-1462909530621690/
• Small is beautiful
• What can the west  cut back on; what is reasonably carrying capacity that allows are us share each 

other and with the other creatures on the planet?  What are implications for population and 
migration

• What technologies are there for regeneration and life-affirming global culture; relationship to 
kaitiakitanga

• Ecological Literacy - Messaging
– Understanding biodiversity, material cycling, decomposition, energy flows, foodwebs, succession, trends, 

capacity, limits, human dominance and impact
– Biomimicry – going with the flow, copying nature
– The role of biodiversity in place-making and well-being (a sense of history and identity)
– Medical Professionals are generally accepted as promoting preventative measures to maintain public health; 

ecology now has to advocate for the health of the planet – the stakes are high

http://biophiliccities.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Coffman-Preprint.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/SANZ-Sustainable-Aotearoa-New-Zealand-1462909530621690/




Looming Disasters
Why citizen responsibility is essential

The Earth is vast
It is our Home

The Great Transition Initiative
www.InspiringTransition.net

This is a Great Transition Initiative communication tool (Kitchen Table Conversations 
modules) to quickly bring people to a sense that humanity is in an existential 
emergency through global warming, toxins in the food chain, threat of nuclear war… 
and, profoundly, citizen ignorance.  Andrew Gaines - www.InspiringTransition.net

http://www.inspiringtransition.net/
http://www.inspiringtransition.net/


There is no way the global economy 
can continue – there will be 

‘adjustments’ like we’ve never seen



Elephants in the Room
we just can’t avoid

• Carrying capacity at what material standard of living
• Reduced production due to climate change, SLR, soil loss
• Engaging with the world on humane solutions
• Immigration & birth rates
• Property rights – equity, planning
• Growth economics -> steady state economics
• Is technology, driverless cars, AI & IOT more than a partial 

answer
• Exploring non/less- material values – place-making/identity, 

inclusiveness, ecological literacy
• Psychological needs created by hormones, adrenalin & desire 

for chocolate! 
• Global conflicts



Democracy, the Deep State, Big Oil, Big Pharm, 
the military-industrial complex & hidden interest 

• We have a financial system that supports a 
wealthy parasitic class that is destroying the 
environment. To a great degree they control 
governments and the media. We need to 
change this.





And if that wasn’t enough …



Wrap Up – OK that’s about it
We’ll be back!

A last word before 
the first word of the 
beginning of infinity

cf David Deutsch



… or is it reading?





SkySong City
thx Diana Shand

Thanks so much to: Wendy, Nick, 
Ronlyn, Anja, Thomas, John Sc, 
Edward, Gwen, John P, Katherine, 
Franca, Marivee & CWEA



Registrant thoughts on the CWEA Course









Would u be 
interested in 
attending further 
series of this sort?



Thanks everyone for the feedback – we will 
look at following this up later in year ☺


